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Beyond onomatopoeia: performing with words that aren’t ours (Paper and practical
demonstration)
“Epo-po-po-po-po-po-po-po-poi!”, the 227th line of Aristophanes’ comedy The Birds, feels soft in
our lips and ears. It is a fitting transcription of the monotonous song of the Hoopoe (Upupa epops).
The English name and the scientific name of this bird sound like a song, too. Real Hoopoes have given
us sounds that are transformable into syllables and words. Despite the persistent idea of language as
exceptionally human or cultural phenomenon, our spoken, written, and performed words are filled
with nonhuman currents (cf. Abram 2010/2011). These material-semiotic, affective currents are the
focus of my paper. I ask, how we could conceptualize this nonhuman aspect of language, and what
are the effects of nonhuman currents in performing arts. Theoretically, I will focus on object-oriented
conceptions of language, provided by Levi Bryant (2011a; 2011b), Ian Bogost (2012), and especially
Timothy Morton (2007/2009; 2013). Object-oriented philosophy offers a non-anthropocentric view
on meaning-making that focuses on the translational powers of all kinds of material and semiotic
objects. In Realist Magic (2013), Timothy Morton traces the birth of lexical objects “brekekekex
koax koax” (from The Frogs by Aristophanes) to real frogs and Greek language: the physically
existing sound-objects are translated into word-objects. Following Morton, I suggest that language is
a natural-cultural medium that re-distributes the powers of creation and agency. Language is therefore
a vital element in understanding and conceptualizing nonhuman agency, both on stage and on page. To
test these ideas, I will discuss some examples of sound poetry, a performance-based form of poetry
that places sensual and affective qualities of language above semantic content. Accordingly, sound
poetry demonstrates the ways nonhuman agency, and nonhuman currents more specifically,
defamiliarize the realms we thought were most human and cultural. References: Abram, David.
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